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MOSES Project - a free service provided through Reef Rescue
Precision agriculture in cane farming
seeks to look for greater efficiencies

paddock with rates determined by
the yield potential of identified soil
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zones. Likewise, adjusting the rate
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paddocks so the application of large
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While all of these factors can affect
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The MOSES Project is being run by
Farmacist and supported with
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spatial datasets which have
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funding from Reef Rescue. It studies
the variation across paddocks and
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as a way to increase profit margin.

Reef Rescue is funded through
the federal government’s
Caring for our Country
program.

They are: soil layers, topographical or elevation layers,
identifiable and stable in-paddock yield patterns.
The MOSES project aims to generate Electrical
Conductivity (EC) mapping and Real Time Kinematic
(RTK) GPS data for variations in soil and elevations
respectively for the central region. Until now much of
this information has not been available with the detail
needed to effectively make decisions using precision
agriculture. Previous soil layers have been at the coarse
scale of 20 hectares, while topographical maps have
had elevation accuracies of one metre. Now using EC
mapping, soil patterns are able to be mapped at a scale
needed to identify changes in soil properties within
paddocks suitable for precision ag purposes. Similarly,
advances in technology using RTK GPS can achieve
topographical maps displaying elevation accuracies of
less than 2cm.
Once these two data sets are used together, with an inpaddock yield datasets derived over time using remote
sensing technology, theses layers identify yield potential
management zones. These zones can be managed to
ensure high potential zones receive sufficient inputs to
maximise potential while zones of low potential only
receive what the cane can use.

So what does all this mean?
Land managers are able to manage their paddocks
according to the maximum yield potential of the
identified zones therefore maximising input efficiency.
This improved efficiency together with less chance of
any inputs leaving the property is improving the
economic and environmental sustainability of sugarcane
production in the central region.

Top figure - relationship between yield and EC mapping
Bottom figure 2 - stability of yield over time
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EC mapping of your soils is a free
services offered by Farmacist and
funded by Reef Rescue.
If you are interested in finding out more
about the MOSES Project contact
Farmacist on 0408 849 902.

